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Because so many people associated with the federal government call Virginia home, there are
plenty of financial advisors around the state to help them make the most of their money. 
Unfortunately, though, not all financial services of Virginia are created equally.  That's why it's so
important to make sure you work with the right one!

When you hire a good Virginia financial advisor, he'll be able to provide you with these 3 things:

1.A variety of investment options

Just like a smart Senator knows he can't rely solely on one district to get elected, a smart financial
advisor knows you should never rely solely on just one investment strategy.  Whether you're trying
to get the most out of your government pension, or you want a safe place to store the money you
made from that last government contract, the goal is to keep your investment portfolio well-rounded.

A good Virginia financial advisor will come up with a strategy that fits in with your specific situation. 
Depending on things like your current salary, your debts, your future big expenses, and your assets,
your financial advisor will come up with a plan of attack.  It might be a combination of stocks and
bonds, it might be a mixture of "traditional" investment options and some that are a little riskier, or it
might be something else altogether!

Bottom line -- If you stumble on financial services of Virginia that want to limit your investments or
depend too much on one specific area, find another one!

2.Full control

Consider your relationship with financial advisory services of Virginia to be like the President's
Cabinet.  Your financial advisor can guide you through the process, make suggestions, and keep
you up-to-date on new developments -- but decisions on what to buy and sell will ultimately come
from you.  After all, it's your money!

Bottom line -- If you talk to a Virginia financial advisor who makes it sound like you'll just be "along
for the ride", instead of having the final say on things, you can do much better!

3.Continuous updates

The last thing you need is a Virginia financial advisor who takes your money, talks to you every now
and then about what to buy and sell, but never really lets you know how your investments are doing.

Instead, quality financial services of Virginia will make communicating with you a priority.  Whether
it's sending you a monthly statement, a newsletter, or answering questions over the phone, a good
financial advisor will always make sure that you're "in the loop".

Bottom line -- The good financial services of Virginia will have set protocols in place to keep you
informed.  If you feel like you have to chase your financial advisor down in order to get basic
information, you've got the wrong financial advisor!
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